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Office Make-Over Netherlands
20 years ago we built our office in Rotterdam right in the heart of the petrochemical
industries. The company expansion of the last years forced us to increase the office
capacity. Besides that we felt the need to centralize all departments, to optimize the
function of Total Tank Maintenance and Construction concepts.
This resulted in an expansion of the office space with 50% and a complete renovation
of the existing offices. An external face-lift is giving us the modern exposure inherent
to the present Verwater organization.

NAM Delfzijl tankrepairs
After problems occurred at one of the tanks at NAM Delfzijl, it was decided to replace the central
tank bottoms of two condensate tanks with a diameter of 19 meters each. The repairs required special
precautions such as gas-tight suits and BA-equipment as well as hydro-cutting of the tank bottom.
The tanks were lifted and the complete tank foundation was replaced inclusive of a liner as secondary
containment. Finally a new tankbottom was installed after which the tank was lowered back on it's
foundation.
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Highest point Rubis Botlek
In November 2007, the roof frames for the Rubis
storage tanks were lifted. A total of 6 tanks were
constructed with the ‘dry’ method, where the
roof construction was assembled on the bottom

plates. By using a mobile crane the 6 roof constructions were lifted in 1 day in a safe manner.
In February 2008, all storage tanks will be
mechanical completed.

Brunei BLNG tanks
After lifting large size
tanks in Brunei, Verwater
Singapore is presently
involved in tank repairs
of smaller sized tanks.
On the BLNG gas-terminal
of Shell we are lifting in a
very narrow space tanks
(Ø 11 m’) for foundation
repair and tankbottom
replacement. The tanks
are lifted only till a level
of about 800 mm with
external jacking points,
allowing to execute a
perfect repair.
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Painting contracts explode!
PCC has shown an extreme expansion in painting contracts, this as a result of takeovers and mergers. PCC Belgium
now covers 4 departments: Industrial Applications, Buildings, Workshop and Powder Coatings. The amount of work
doubled in 2007 with contracts for Sea Sanatorium De Haan, Eternit, Foster Wheeler and Exxon (picture).
In the Netherlands a few of the contracts are part of the Total Tank Construction/Maintenance contracts of Verwater.
Works were carried out at MOT, Argos, Vopak (picture 5 tanks) and TEAM. Very special, outside the petrochemical
surroundings, is the painting of the roof of the Arena Stadium in Amsterdam.

Award Of Young Entrepeneur 2007 Belgium

Tall tank VOPAK Singapore jacked

For the third year in a row the Flemish Confederation for Construction awarded to three of
their members the price for the Young Flemish Entrepreneur. In the category Installation and
Maintenance this price was awarded to Tom Boden, General Manager of Verwater Belgium nv.
Criteria for the candidates were, aged below 40 years, recent big improvement of company
turn-over, the execution of special projects and fulfilling a leading function in the Confederation.

VOPAK Chemicals kick off
Vopak Chemicals Logistics
Netherlands and the Verwater
Group kicked off for the Botlek
Terminal Tankpit 19 new
construction. This includes the
civil works as construction of
the tankpit and building 8 new
storage tanks with aluminum
domes and GRE internal floating
covers (full contact) with a total
capacity of 155,000 m³.
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On Jurong Island in Singapore at the Sakra

lifted the tank to allow for the removal of

Terminal of Vopak we lifted a stainless steel

the polluted parts of the foundation and

tank, which had small leakages for a longer

install a liner as secondary containment.

period.

The 26.5 meter diameter tank has a

To execute a good repair Verwater Singapore

remarkable height of 28 (!) meters.

330,000 m3
up in the air!
A special situation at BP in the Netherlands where 3 tanks (103, 108 and 109), each with a diameter
of 88,4 meters were simultaneous lifted. Special internal structures were engineered for all three
tanks, where one tank has the umbrella type of floating roof, requiring a complete different type of
supports.
For the lifting 27,000 pieces of timber and 490 hydraulic jacks were used, showing the huge
quantity of equipment we can mobilize.

CUP-Tanks Oiltanking Antwerp
Oiltanking Stolthaven Antwerp decided last

but the Verwater Group was asked to assist

year to invest in an extension of their existing

them in the construction phase. Verwater

tank farm. Initially, the new project, concerning

Group is executing the construction of 2

approx. 200,000 m³ of storage capacity.

storage "cup tanks", both with a capacity of

Verwater Group was awarded the civil contract

approx. 25,000 m³.

and built all foundations together with a

End date is foreseen mid June 2008. In the

partner company.

meantime, another extension of 4 additional

Heavy lift in Flexicoker

foundations had started the beginning of
Another company had to fulfill the contract

December 2007 and will be finished end of

concerning the erection of the storage tanks,

March 2008.

During the last turnaround at the Exxon Refinery in Rotterdam it turned out that there were
cracks in welds inside the Flexicoker. To carry out these works an internal steelplate with a
diameter of 8.5 meters had to be lifted. Verwater was called in as an Emergency Task Force as
the repairs had to be scheduled into the turn around program. Although the approach into the
reactor was difficult we managed in a short time to lift, and later lower, the 24 tonnes weighing
heater plate.
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Fast

, faster, safest!

On these Koole tanks we improved the automatic welding system in such
a way that the installation of the welding machines for the horizontal welds
are installed on their guide-rail in a faster and more efficient way.
Although the height of 36 meters is extreme, our tankjacking system for
tankconstruction ensures safe working at almost ground level.

High

, higher, highest?

At Koole in the Netherlands we are presently constructing 2 (Ø 24 m’) tanks with a total height of
36 meters. This design is chosen for, because the lack of space and the need for increased capacity.
Four more existing tanks will be ‘upringed’ resulting that the actual height of 13 and 15 meters will be
increased to 36 meters as well, which is an unique level for conventional tanks.
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Contacts

Focus on
Amsterdam!

bv Aannemingsbedrijf H. Verwater & Zonen
Steenhouwerstraat 19, Hoogvliet Rt, Netherlands
P.O. Box 48, NL-3190 AA Hoogvliet Rt
Tel. +31 (0)10.4165477 / Fax. +31 (0)10.4166753
e-mail: info@verwater.com

Verwater Tankbouw bv
Tank construction works at the KANEB
Terminal are well in progress now and
in addition to the first 310,000 m³
Verwater received the order for an
additional 4 tanks (150,000 m³ storage
capacity).
On the Vitol Storage site we received
the EPC order for the construction of

4 tanks with a total capacity of
150,000 m³. These are open top
tanks with an aluminum dome and
full-contact inner floaters. The contract
includes E & I, piping, civil engineering
and painting works.
With all the new and expected works
ahead we are presently developing a
logistic hub in the Amsterdam port area.

Verwater Mechanical bv
Verwater Tankmaintenance bv
Verwater Middle East Ltd.
bv Aannemingsbedrijf H. Verwater & Zonen
Vaste inrichting Nigeria

Verwater Belgium nv
Rijkmakerlaan 34, B-2910 Essen, Belgium
Tel. +32 (0)3.6667263 / Fax. +32 (0)3.6664237
e-mail: info@verwater.com

Verwater Tankbouw B.V.B.A.
Protective Coatings Contractors B.V.B.A.

Verwater Industrial Services
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
100 G Pasir Panjang Road, Singapore 118523
Tel. +65.67771059 / Fax +65.67771958
e-mail: verwater@pacific.net.sg

Verwater Industrial Services
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

Verwater France
27 Rue Watteau, 59430 Saint Pol sur Mer, France
Tel. +33 (0) 614300485
e-mail: verwaterfrance@verwater.com

P.C.C. Conserveringswerken bv
1 Februariweg 16, 4794 SM Heiningen, Netherlands
Tel. +31(0)167.523915 / Fax +31(0)167.522275
e-mail: info@pcc-rotterdam.nl

Wielhove bv
Spui 19, 3161 ED Rhoon, Netherlands

Argos, Feel the Energy!

www.verwater.com

The Argos Group is one of the biggest independent oil traders in the Netherlands and have their own terminal in Rotterdam-Pernis with
a capacity of 500,000 m³. Verwater constructed and revamped a great part of this terminal in 2007. The corporation between Argos and
Verwater will continue with the construction of new tanks in a liquid tight tank pit with a capacity of 140,000 m³ in 2008.
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New Verwater France!
In the middle of 2007 Verwater has opened a new branch
office in France.
Verwater France is located in Saint Pol sur Mer, near
Dunkerque and services the French speaking regions,
adding a wide range of knowledge in large size tank
construction to the Group.

Important dates
th
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January 2008, re-opening headoffice Rotterdam

26-27th February 2008, StocExpo, Helsinki
rd

1-3

April 2008, StocExpo, Rotterdam
th

15-16
w
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October 2008, StocExpo, Singapore

